
WALL MURAL APPLICATION GUIDE

STEP 1
Lay out all panels in order before you begin. Panels are only installed vertically

STEP 2
Plan where to place your first adhesive panel. We recommend typically starting in a corner if your mural is 

spanning an entire wall.

Before you place the first panel, keep in mind that you should allow at least 20mm of overlap onto the 

ceiling. You may be surprised to find the lines of your ceiling are not even and this ensured happing 

between the mural and ceiling will not be an issue.

STEP 3
Place the first panel in position, peeling the adhesive back from the top about 30cm. Using the exposed 

adhesive, tack the panel into place before permanently sticking. Take a step back to ensure the panel is in 

the perfect spot before peeling the rest of the backing.

Begin peeling the white backing from the graphic at a 45-degree angle. As you peel, stick as you go.

STEP 4
Using a plastic scraper (credit card or squeegee), smooth the panel onto the wall. This will take care of all 

bubbling. Line up the next panel, always ensuring the mural matches up seamlessly. Each panel have an 

approximate 20mm overlap.

STEP 5
Repeat steps 3 & 4 until all panels are installed.

Using a sharp craft knife, cut the portion of the panel that has overlapped onto your ceiling and/or skirting. 

Allow the natural line of the ceiling or skirting to dictate where you cut, keeping the knife blade in the seem 

throughout. This ensures there is no gap in between the design on your wall and the ceiling.  
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STYLE YOUR SPACE!
With the coolest backdrop in town, add those funky 

fresh details to really make your space pop. 

Colour matching the decal with a cushion or art print 

will create a cohesive flow and wow factor in your 

space. Hashtag #yourdecalshop with a photo of your 

decal installed to go into the draw to win free gifts! 

PRO TIPS
• Use a craft knife to cut edges to fit your walls

• If bubbling occurs once the panels are installed, 

poke the bubble with a needle and smooth ot out 

with your squeegee or credit card.

• Apply from top to bottom, smoothing out air 

bubbles as your apply. 

BEFORE YOU START...
Materails Required: Cleaning cloth, craft knife. and masking tape

Surface Preparation: Designs work best on eggshell, satin, semi gloss or gloss paints. Not recommended for 

install on highly textured concrete, highly textured wallpaper, stucco, plasterboard/primer finishes.


